Corneal endothelium cell field analysis by means of interacting Bayesian shape models.
A new method is proposed for the automatic detection and analysis of cell field contours in images of corneal endothelium. The algorithm is based on a set of single-cell contour models (a cell field), individually described statistically in term of shape a-priori information and a-posteriori image representation. Each cell can be individually identified (Maximum A Posteriori estimation) on the available image given a starting point and an appropriate optimization algorithm. Simulated Annealing has been adopted as the optimization algorithm to overcome the presence of several local minima in the resulting criterion function. When a cell field is considered, interaction between cell models can be used to introduce further information and improve the overall model identification. A statistical description of the cell field model is given by considering interaction between cell models. Preliminary results show that the extension from single cell models to field models improves the cell contours recognition. The developed theoretical framework is extremely flexible and can be easily adapted to different prior distributions or even to different object detection applications involving shape prior information.